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"movements" are bridged by what is more than merely the geographical centre of the book, -that is, an illuminating chapter dealing with dut Y and the dissemblance or dis placement carried out by the self in order to maintain the truth of his position to himself and to others in the face of irreconcilable contradictions.
The decision to test one part uf the Phenomenology as an "essay" on one moment of its systematic structure is weil justified and the significance of this Iimited examination for the whole is appraised with c1ear-headed moderation. The book begins with a reformulation of the revolutionary Hegel vs. conservative Hegel in terms of how the Phenomenology deals with that moral "ought" which is faced with the necessities of reality, and after we have narrowed in on this problem 1 think that Professor Robinson does have reason ta step back and offer certain suggestions on the manner in which we are to weigh and evaluate the prescriptive an descriptive ingredients within the Hege\ian corpus. Ali in aIl the movement from the general position of Spirit within the Phenomenology to a detailed discussion of one of its moments is dealt with in an evenhanded fashion, such that we are able to grasp without too much difficulty the larger ramifications of this central discussion as they are set out in the concluding chapter.
Although Professor Robinson tells us from the beginning that this "essay" is from the outside, his indefatigable respect for the text and his stringent reasoning avoids making Hegel into the object of polemical attack. Rather, he tends to come back time and again to what the experience of moral consciousness can tell us about Hegel's argu ments, as in the following: "Those who content themselves with cheap jibes about principles or uninformed remarks about Puritanism, who, in short, try to take short cuts to conscience because dut y is not fashionable will never, in Hegel's view, understand even their own chatter about integrity and the necessity of acting in accordance with their own nature." (p. 10 1)
Il there is an implicitly prescriptive side to Professor Robinson's own reading of Hegel, it cornes out not in his analysis of Hegel's description of the moral consciollsness and its end in hypocrisy, a description with which he seems (0 be in accord. Rather it is in the conclusions he sees Hegel dra wing from this analysis: " [Hegel] is not saying there is no such thing as dut y or conscience: he is saying you 325 COMPTES RENDeS cannot ground law and conscience merely in the autonomous activities of the moral agent. There has to be sorne kind of fixed system of reference if the agent is to avoid that dissemblance and hypocrisy which flow inevitably from the attempt to define the human being as essentially subjective spirit." (p. (17) As to what is "fixed system of reference" could be, we are given a suggestion in subsequent references to Thomas More and the basis for his act of conscience.
Overall there is very little to criticize in this concise and tightly argued statemcnt by an accomplished Hegelian scholar. Perhaps the reasons offered to account for the differing position of Morality in the Phenomenology and in the system collid have been explored a \ittle more fully, and the relation between Culture or Morality and the spirit of a people might have been given more attention. Certainly ail of liS involved in Hege\ian research. and even those non-Hegelians conccrncd with the traumas of the moral consciousness, can be grateful to Professor Robinson for providing us with this astute and provocative study.
Robert Grant McRAE
Gabriel Marcel et la pensée allemande, Cahier l, publication préparée par l'Association " Présence de Gabriel Marcel .. , Paris, Aubier, 1979, 142 p. L'Association" Présence de Gabriel Marcel .. avec le concours de la Fondation européenne de la Culture, a publié récemment le premier Cahier Gabriel Marcel. Comme le rappelle dans l'introduction son président, M. Henri Gouhier, l'Association veut faire bénéficier ses membres des travaux qui assurent" une présence de Gabriel Marcel dans notre temps .. ; et pour ce faire, publier des inédits, des textes difficiles à trouver, ainsi que tous les renseignements concernant la vie posthume du philosophe: conférences, traductions, articles, etc. Le présent Cahier, le premier d'une série prometteuse, répond bien à cet objectif. 
